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Best romance books on wattpad 2020

¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬† ¬†'ÄúI wanted to study, But just being a novelist'Äù Novel enthusiast, you're always looking for new stories to read and now that the books are just reduced to PDF and Kindle editions (thanks to technology), we thought why we don't list amazing books to read
on Wattpad. Now for those who don't know what Wattpad is, have you lived under a rock? Joke, it's a community of readers and writers where you can discover new user-created stories in different genres, from classics to poetry. So now that you know† what the article is all about, I quickly jump on its
main feature, here's a list of the most ludetic books on Wattpad: STORM AND SILENCE¬†by Rob Thier This book is a romantic regency and has a series of 4 books exactly, all 4 are available on Wattpad. The reason it's at the top of my list is because it reminds me of Jane Austen'Äôs 'ÄòPride &amp;
Prejudice'Äô, banters between protagonists have been taken to a whole new level in this book, taking you on an adventure journey through the jungles, to hot and steamy romance, playful battles and dangerous enemies of the dark world. If you love reading romantic novels, this is your choice! I sold
myself to the devil VINYLEN'I¶ PATHETIC I KNOW DarknessAndLight¬† Okay, the book isn't what Äôre thinks when you read The Title, isn't Äôs the real devil rather it's Teen Fiction a simple and sweet high school love story. So what makes it stand out from the rest of the teen fiction novel is the way it's
written. The author has woven the story so beautifully with all the right research that you are addicted to reading it over and over again. It's like a tootsie roll in the chocolate world. DEAR GIRL'ÄôS BAD BOYS: RubixCube89201-† As the name suggests, this book highlights the problem of bullying in high
schools, but in a humorous way. It's the story of a girl being bullied and three boys who come into her life as a ray of hope, now she's not a maiden in need, but even a superwoman sometimes needs the help of Superman'Äôs? The book has a unique story and has a different freshness, for someone who
doesn't have much romance, this is for you! And the se'Äôs sequel is also on Wattpad. I'm ÄôLL PROTECT YOU by orangechicken-† This story is a royal satire, also a romantic comedy. The reason it's on the list is because it's not your usual story about a man who protects a girl and falls in love. She's
tough and goes into Jackie Chan mode herself, so what's Äôs different? You have to read and find out for yourself. But let me tell you, it's a book worth reading! I almost forgot that the sequel to se'Äôs is out now! Nniiden Mrs. MAXFIELD by ninyatippett-† This is the story of a young, independent girl and
her adventures to marry a hot billionaire, not by choice, if I may add. This book is full of laughter, love, anger, hate and what not. It's the whole package, and the way it's written is one of its biggest USP. Looking for a sweet and at the same time spicy story to read? This is your choice 6.-†IN 27 DAYS by
HonorInTheRain¬† This story is a fantasy adventure about a girl who travels back in time to save a guy and how they fall in love in 27 days. It's an emotional and dark romantic story that 'Äôll makes you smile and cry at the same time. The reason it's on this list is because I absolutely love sappy romantic
stories and for everything else it's a fantasy too. For a fantasy enthusiast like me, this is for you! CHASING RED¬†by isabelleron-† This is one of the books that was eventually written on Wattpad, but now has also been published due to the amazing response it received through the app. It's available on
Kindle and a piece of paper on Amazon too, but you can also read it on Wattpad for free. It's a hot and steamy college novel where a guy and girl end up living together by accident and now add a crazy ex-girlfriend to the mix with an evil mom and you got yourself a soap opera. If you're looking for drama,
this book is made for you! Download the DU Express app from the Play Store to stay connected to all the latest access news and campus news 24×7.Click here to download the app. Join our Telegram channel today for free to get all the latest updates directly to your smartphone. Click here to subscribe to
our Telegram channel or search – @DUExpressIndia is Telegram to join. Online community with the idea of reading and writing This gliding leans too much on references to primary sources. Increase this gliding by adding secondary or tertiary sources. (January 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this
sample message) Wattpad The current, rebranded Wattpad logo (2018-present)BusinessPrivateType siteReading app, social networkAvailable inEnglish, other 49 available languages. (actual quantity: 32 languages) HeadquartersToronto, Ontario, Canada[1]Region servedworldwideOwnerWattpad Corp.
[2]Founder(s)Allen LauIvan YuenEmployees145[3]URLwattpad.comRegistration Required[a] Required in most tasks, such as: editing, creating, or reading stories, viewing profiles, commenting, or sending voting stories, and sending messages. Registration is also required to unlock Wattpad Paid Stories
with Wattpad Coins (since 2018 &amp; 2019). Users90 million (2020)[4]Launched on 12.12.2006; 14 years ago (2006-12)Current statusActive On iOS, Web Wattpad has a website and app for authors releasing new ones Stories. [5] Its aim is to create social communities around the stories of both
amateurs and established writers. [6] The platform claims that its audience has more than 90 million users who can interact directly with authors and share their opinions with other readers. [7] Although 77% of its content is available in more than 50 languages, it is written in English. [8] Several Wattpad
users are translating stories to continue building the platform. [8] From December 2006 in 2019, the slogan on the Wattpad website was Stories You Love. February-March 2019 it is now Where the stories live. It's an online platform where you can write and publish stories or just read them. [9] In June
2020, the website suffered a very large data breach, leaving 270 million records vulnerable to cyberattacks. History and founder Wattpad developed in 2006 as a result of collaboration between Allen Lau and Ivan Yuen. [10] Their current headquarters are located in 2019 in Toronto, Ontario. [5] Growth
and funding In February 2007, Wattpad announced that more than 17 000 e-books have been added to Project Gutenberg and available to mobile users. [11] According to a Wattpad press release issued in June 2009, the mobile app had been downloaded more than 5 million times. [11] In March 2009, an
iPhone version was released. This was followed by the release on BlackBerry App World in April 2009, Google on Android in June 2009 and Apple on iPad in April 2010. In December 2015, Windows Phone 8.1 and Windows 10 Mobile Version were released. Currently, Wattpad has more than 90 million
users[12], which as part of the Wattpad community spend 15 billion minutes a month together with Wattpad. [12] Wattpad 2018 has over 400 million story downloads on Wattpad. The old Wattpad logo (2006-2018) Since January 2018, Wattpad had received nearly $117 billion in funding from investors
.8M. [13] In 2011, Wattpad announced that it had received total funding of $3.5 million from its existing investors, as well as W Media Ventures, Golden Venture Partners and Union Square Ventures. [14] In June 2012, Wattpad raised $17.3 million from a venture capital fund group led by Khosla Ventures.
[15] In April 2014, Wattpad announced $46 million in C Series funding led by OMERS ventures. [16] In January 2018, Wattpad announced $51 million in financing from Tencent Holdings Limited, BDC, Globe Telecom's Kickstart Ventures, Peterson Group, Canso and current investor Raine. [17] Awards In
December 2011, Wattpad in Toronto was selected as the hottest digital media company in the country on the Canadian Innovation Exchange. [18] In the same year, co-founder and CEO Ivan Yuen was also recognized as a top Canadian entrepreneur in Deloitte Impact at the Infused Awards. [19] Wattpad
in the Philippines This section requires additional support for authentication. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted trustworthy Non-outsourced material may be challenged and deleted. (January 2020) (Learn how and when to delete this sample message) In March 2014, Wattpad signed
an agreement with Summit Media's track Pop Fiction to print Filipino Wattpad stories in the Philippines. [20] Other publishers from the Philippines also publish stories about Wattpad. Since then, some Wattpad stories have also been adapted into the telecommunications series. Philippine television network
TV5, in collaboration with Wattpad and Life is Beautiful Publishing Company, launched Wattpad Presents, a series of Wattpad stories that turned into TV dramas. [citation required] The program usually presents Wattpad stories published by LIB Publishing. [citation required] ABS-CBN also made several
adaptations of Wattpad stories, including Noreen Capil's (noringai) My App Boyfie, starring James Reid and Nadine Lustre, and the upcoming age series Bagito starring Nash Aguas, Alexa Ilacad and Ella Cruz. [citation required] Pop Fiction's best-selling book She's Dating the Gangster, written by Bianca
Bernardino (SGWannaB) as a Wattpad original, became the first Wattpad story to be adapted into a full-length film starring Kathryn Bernardo and Daniel Padilla. The film adaptation was produced by ABS-CBN's film production arm Star Cinema. [citation required] Liza Soberano and Enrique Gil also
starred in Just The Way You Are, based on Ilurvbooks' Wattpad story The Bet. Chasing Red was released by a Wattpad user who received over 200 million views. [citation required] In 2021, Maxinejij's (Maxine Lat Calibuso) novel He's Into Her will premiere on iWant TFC starring Belle Mariano and Donny
Pangilinan. [21] [22] Wattpad After Dark In February 2015, Wattpad launched another stand-alone app called After Dark. [23] The app focuses specifically on the genre of romance and is aimed at adult readers. On February 21, 2017, Wattpad launched a Chat Stories app called Tap. [24] [25] Tap offers
stories in the form of text messages as if reading a private conversation on someone else's phone. The app was an early success, with over 240 million taps in the first weeks after launch. [26] On 28 March 2005, Tap published a report on the issue of the 2007-201 And Charlie, Charlie. Wattpad Next
Beta on November 13, 2018 Wattpad Next Beta was launched[28] in selected countries[29] for early testing, such as the United States, Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom and the Philippines. Launching the next beta, there are more than 50 exclusively selected stories paid for with WattPad coins that
can be earned by using Wattpad coins used by your readers to show them support or buying them in real-world currency to unlock participating Next Beta stories. This has been started a way for writers to make money through their work and provide support to readers. WattPad has designed a quick
release for Wattpad Next (beta) in Spanish-speaking regions and to expand the program, and was available in Latin America and Spain, starting May 27 and later worldwide on May 11. [30] In an article published on September 17, 2019[31], almost a month before the first year after the launch of Next
Beta, Wattpad Team has announced the termination of the next beta program after the results of the program showed that Wattpadders is ready for a program that funds writers. By then, it was renamed Paid Stories. There are also paid books that require the reader to pay money to read new chapters of
the book. In general, paid books are of higher quality than those that are not paid. June 2020 data breach In June 2020, Wattpad suffered a massive data breach that revealed nearly 270 million records. The data was originally sold and then published on a public hacking forum, where it was widely shared.
The case revealed extensive personal information such as names and user IDs, email addresses and IP addresses, genders, birthdays and passwords stored as bcrypt hashes. [32] [33] Later that year, on 14 December 2005, the Commission announced that it would not be the first year of the 2007-2013
[34] Wattpad Corporation has since taken immediate action to ensure that such an event remains under control and that this entire data breach is investigated. Usage statistics As of September 2020: 85% + of its traffic and usage comes from mobile devices,[35] the site has 90 million monthly users,[36] a
total of over 665 million story downloaders,[11] 80% of users are women. 80% of them are Millennials or Gen Z.[37] New writers and teens The most frequently voted stories appear on What's Hot List. According to the profiles displayed on the site, many of these factors are teenagers. [citation required]
[non-primary source required] The Wattpad section also includes a Featured Story catalog that promotes content reviewed and approved by staff, as well as an editorial review board. Many of these featured stories are authors of self-published and professional writers from different genres. Wattpad has
also been joined by famous writers such as Margaret Atwood, Paulo Coelho and R L Stine. [38] Wattpad also encourages writers to interact with their audience and promote their stories on social media websites such as Twitter, Facebook, YouTube and Instagram. [39] Fanfiction Wattpad's popularity has
grown among many fandos who take to the platform to create their own fan fiction. [40] One of the most notable stories The platform is Anna Todd's After series, originally released as a Harry Styles fan fiction. [41] After much popularity from One Direction fandom and app readers, the story became
Wattpad's most read book,[42] having reached just under 10 million unique readers on the platform and has been read more than a billion times. [43] The series was published by Gallery Books and became a Bestseller for the New York Times. [42] By creating a fan fiction venue alongside its other
genres, Wattpad prioritizes its teen readers and gives the platform a twist. [44] Assistant General Manager Ashleigh Gardner added of the genre: What's unique about Wattpad is that fanfic is treated like any other genre that lives alongside other forms of fiction. This makes it smoother for readers of
original fiction to find new fanfare or inspire a fan fictional writer to start a new story and bring their audience with them. [45] Fanfiction is wattpad's third largest category, close to Romance and Teen Fiction, many of which are also fan fiction. [44] Wattpad hosts several writing competitions each year,
including the annual Watty Awards, the world's largest writing competition. [46] In 2011, the Watty Awards presented three levels of participation (Popular, On The Rise and Undiscovered) to give all types of writers a better chance of winning. Competitions are open to anyone with a Wattpad account. In
the summer of 2012, Wattpad, in collaboration with Canadian poet/writer/literary critic Margaret Atwood, organized Wattys: the first major poetry competition to offer Wattpad poets the opportunity to compete against each other in either category, either as a hobbyist or as a competitor. It's been there ever
since, and now the competition is open to books of all genres. The publication of Wattpad has formed ties to publishers to help Wattpad creators be compensated for their works. A new branch, Wattpad Studios, was developed to connect popular writers with both the publishing and film industries. [47]
Wattpad has previously partnered with publishing groups such as Sourcebooks to help Wattpad writers get bookstores and get their jobs rough. [48] More traditional publishers such as Random House and HarperCollins have approached popular Wattpad writers to negotiate publishing deals, allowing the
website to serve as a stepping stone to a more traditional publishing industry. [49] Author Anna Todd, whose work After has received over a billion readings on the site, received a publishing agreement with Simon &amp; Schuster to turn her online work into a multi-booked saga. Aviron Pictures released a

film version on April 12, starring Josephine Langford, Hero Fiennes Tiffin, Selma Blair, Jennifer Beals, Peter Gallagher and Shane McGhie. Wattilevy Wattilevy On January 24, 2019, Wattpad launched wattpad books, led by Wattpad Studios publishing director Ashleigh Gardner, managed by Deanna
McFadden, Publishing Director at Wattpad Studios. [50] According to Ceo Allen Lau, this project sniwed away from the publication of guesswork. [51] Wattpad Books acquisitions use a mixture of their story DNA Machine Learning technology (algorithms) with human suppliers. [52] This team of human and
digital acquisitions is reviewing Wattpad's large and existing digital library (more than half a billion titles) to select significant material for publication. [52] [53] According to Ashleigh Gardner, director of Wattpad Books, this is aimed at combating the inherent bias of human journalists. [52] Gardner says that
this technique analyzes the data behind each title and looks at the structure and word use of the story, in addition to the reader's commitment per title. [54] This information is then compared with analyses of other books made on Wattpad and in public. [54] Once all the information has been collected and
the commitment verified, the staff will read the headlines and create their lists. [54] All published titles are a consortium of international hits and significant but well-known material from their digital library. [50] These titles have been shared by Macmillan in the UNITED States, Raincoast Books in Canada
and Penguin Random House in India and the United Kingdom, and their autumn 2019 list is available at leading North American retailers. [50] [55] [56] Outside Of North America, Gardner has sold the rights to Hachette (France) deanna Cameron's What Happened Last Night. In addition, Lauren
Palphreyman's rights to Cupid's Match have been sold in French (Hachette) and German (S. Fischer Verlgage). Wattpad's first list consists of six novels by young adults. [58] Tay Marley's QB Bad Boy &amp; Me (28.8 million readings) will headline them and was scheduled for release on August 13, 2019.
[58] The remaining five books will be published between September and October 2019, and they include: Leigh Ansell's Trapeze (2.5 million read), Deanna Cameron's What Happened That Night (over a million readings), Saving Everest by Sky Reads (17.2 million read), Lauren Palphreyman's Cupid's
Match (46.4 million readables) and I'm a Gay Wizard by V.S. Santoni (404,000 reads). [58] Wattpad hopes to release 18 titles in its 2020 list. In addition to Wattpad Books, Wattpad announced a partnership with Anvil Publishing, Inc., one of the philippines' leading publishers, to create Bliss Books, a YA
imprint with young Filipino adults and romance fanatics as its target market. [59] Entertainment Netflix film The Kissing Booth was written by author Beth Reekles in 2011. It its beginnings as the story of Wattpad, where it won the Watty Award for Most Popular Tea Fiction in Wattpad's annual writing
competition. [60] By 2012, it had collected more than 19 19 reads on Wattpad and in 2013 it was released by Penguin Random House. [61] In an interview with Forbes, Stench explains what attracted him to Wattpad: I loved the sense of community on the site, and when I started sharing, I liked its
anonymity because I was so self-conscious about my writing and hadn't shared it with anyone before. After The Kissing Booth premiered on Netflix on May 11, 2018, Ted Sarandos called it one of the most watched movies in the country and perhaps the world. [62] The Kissing Booth was the fourth most
popular film in IMDb's popularity in June 2018. [63] Wattpad has also entered into agreements with Asian distribution partners such as the Pan-Asian streaming platform Iflix to co-produce dozens of original films based on wattpad stories from Indonesia[64] and Singapore's Mediacorp to bring Wattpad
stories to Mediacorp's FTA channels such as Channel 5 (excluding CNA) and its streaming service Toggle. [65] Wattpad produces Hulu's popular Light as a Feather on AwesomenessTV. Effects on authors Online writing communities such as Wattpad help young writers learn and grow their craft from
constructive feedback and criticism, according to a recent study. [66] The aim of the study is to demonstrate how constructive criticism affects their writing process. Based on the results, most participants prefer serious feedback over subtle criticism. [66] Wattpad and similar online writing communities help
young writers build and build their self-perception as writers, establish an audience and interact with readers. [67] It serves as a gateway to the publishing industry and provides practical experience in digital writing. This type of experience helps writers develop a personalized author. [67] Wattpad offers
unique features that other writing platforms don't, such as interactive margin commentary. Readers can add comments and feedback based on individual lines and paragraphs when they read rather than after a chapter or story ends. [68] These comment sections are available to all users and readers to
respond to a chapter, provide constructive feedback, or just personal feedback that allows readers to see what others think, and authors to see how readers react. [68] Copyright issues At the beginning of their history, some of the large quantities of materials uploaded by users hosted on Wattpad were
copyrighted material created by authors who did not grant equal rights. In May 2009, an article in The New York Times stated that sites such as Scribd and Wattpad invite users to download documents such as a college researcher and self-published have been the grumble of industry in recent weeks due
to illegal copies of popular titles. [69] Wattpad website states: We do not welcome the downloading of material that its copyright terms and conditions, but also states that it is simply not possible to screen and verify all submitted content. [70] In response to industry criticism, Wattpad announced in April
2009 (before publishing a New York Times article titled the Tools for The Wattpad User-Generated e-Book Violation) authors In Charge, which aims to allow authors or their representatives to directly identify and remove offensive content from the site, but this program is specifically designed for authors
with published books for sale. [70] Writers can start their story on Wattpad and then publish their work. In most cases, Wattpad's work is just a sample that insures the funds that go to them when it comes to writing. Competitors and similar sites Bookmate and long-standing and popular sites
FanFiction.Net and Fiction Press (a spin-off site of original fiction) also serve as hubs for online prose. An alternative site that is free and open source is the Archive of Our Own, or AO3. [71] Notes ^ Although this site requires full account registration to access this website, it can still be accessed by
clicking on links to stories created by users or their account profiles. References ^ Wattpad Head Office. Foursquare. Archived from the original 2021-01-07. Retrieved 2017-10-12. ^ Home, Wattpad, retrieved 2013-11-26 ^ Tech startup Wattpad raises $40 million from Chinese internet giant
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